
 

Current Trends in Society and Culture - Syllabus 

Thematic course (C1+) 

Basic information 

1. Organisation unit  

Jagiellońskie Centrum Językowe 

2. Education level 

Full-time second-cycle programme 

3. Course profile 

General academic 

4. Course type 

obligatory  

5. Language of instruction 

English  

6. Education period 

Academic year 2022/2023 

7. Course coordinator 

Bernadeta Raczkiewicz 

8. Course teacher 

Bernadeta Raczkiewicz 

9. Examination 

Pre-examination with grade (zaliczenie) after each  semester. 

Written and spoken examination after 60 hours (two semesters) 

10. Number of contact hours 

60 hours, 30 hours per semester 

11. ECTS points 

4 



 

Course objectives 

1. To refine the ability to understand and analyse spoken and written academic texts  

2. To refine expression and presentation skills (in speaking and writing)  

3. To develop course-related vocabulary  

4. To refine the ability to interact in speaking and writing  

5. To refine linguistic mediation skills in spoken and written communication 

6. To refine the ability to continue linguistic self-development 

7. To develop extra-linguistic competences that enable the student to participate in 

academic and professional environments 

Learning outcomes 

1. Knowledge 

1. Student knows and understands academic and specialized vocabulary in the range that 

enables fluent use of the language in speech and writing 

2. Student knows and understands differences between academic and specialized texts, 

in speech and writing 

3. Student knows and understands the necessity of life-long learning and methods of 

linguistic self-development leading towards professional success 

4. Student knows and understands the elements of academic language typical for his / 

her specialisation 

2. Skills 

1. Student can understand complex lectures and other utterances typical for academic 

and professional environments 

2. Student can understand complex scientific and popular-science articles, as well as 

other written course-related texts  

3. Student can present opinions on course-related topics, in spoken and written form, 

and support them with arguments 

4. Student can summarise long and complex academic texts and lectures 

5. Student can describe and interpret visual data in a graphic form  

6. Student can write an academic or professional text 

7. Student can present course-related topics in spoken utterances of various kinds, e.g. 

public speeches or formal and informal conversations, in language appropriate for the 

interlocutor 

8. Student can engage in spoken and written communication in typical professional 

contexts and in academic environments 



 

9. Student can use linguistic mediation in spoken and written communication 

10. Student can develop his / her linguistic competences 

11. Student can prepare for the recruitment process  

3. Social competences 

1. Student is ready to successfully cooperate in a group, while accepting a variety of 

attitudes and opinions, and builds relations that promote respect for cultural diversity 

2. Student is ready to participate in the academic, professional and social life, through 

sharing and popularising knowledge 

3. Student is ready to continue his / her linguistic self-development 

4. Student is ready to interpret and evaluate information and arguments, draw 

conclusions, identify positions, as well as present his / her own viewpoint in a 

coherent and comprehensible manner 

5. Student is ready to participate in the recruitment process  

ECTS credits 

1. Contact hours (academic hour = 45 minutes) 

30 hours per semester, 60 hours per course  

2. Student’s total individual workload 

90 hours per course 

Course description 

The course is designed for students of humanities interested in the most current trends and societal 

changes in areas such as work and productivity, motivation, learning, creativity, use of technology, 

health and well-being, time management  and intentional living. Topics covered in the course 

combine elements of psychology, sociology, management, cultural knowledge, etc. and will also 

depend on students’ choice. By studying a wide range of texts and audio-visual resources, students 

will look closely at the most current phenomena of our times and critically evaluate them in class 

discussions. The course will involve a substantial amount of individual reading and listening to online-

based materials of varying length. Another essential aim of the course is to practise delivering 

speeches of varying length and level of formality, from short talks to a mini -conference presentation.   

Course Content 

Topics and vocabulary related to the following topic areas:  

1. Generations: Millennials vs. Gen Z 



 

2. Motivation and values 

3. Work and productivity (the hustle culture) 

4. Abundance, consumerism and attitudes to money 

5. Fast fashion and connected consumption 

6. Time management 

7. Social media and technology 

8. Creativity as a way of individual expression 

9. Health and well-being, mindfulness 

10. Happiness and balance 

11. Choice in modern society 

12. Analysis of selected course-related lectures and presentations  

13. Analysis of selected course-related academic papers and popular-science articles 

14. Creating academic and professional texts, e.g. professional e-mail, description of visual 

data 

15. Delivering an academic or professional, course-related presentation 

16. Preparing for the recruitment process (for employment, internship or grant)  

17. (Optionally) selected grammar issues related to the course content 

Additional information 

1. Teaching methods 

The situational method, brainstorming, group discussion, case studies, solving problems, e-

learning, language conversations. 

2. Forms of obtaining ECTS 

1st semester: writing task (detailed instructions will be provided in due course), written test in 

topics covered during the semester 

2nd semester: delivering a 10 minute presentation (plus 10 minutes for discussion) in a mini-

conference session related the course, written test in topics covered during the semester 

Final written and spoken examination after 2 semesters (60 hours) of the course (detailed 

information on the form of the examination are specified in the description available at 

https://jcj.uj.edu.pl/egzaminy/egzamin-konczacy-lektorat 

3. Conditions of obtaining ECTS 

Completing all tests as well as written and spoken assignments with a score of at least 60% of 

the maximum number of points per semester. 

Regular attendance. Without the appropriate justification, the student may miss no more than 

two 90-minute classes per semester if the course covers 30 hours per semester. 

https://jcj.uj.edu.pl/egzaminy/egzamin-konczacy-lektorat


 

Passing the final written examination with a score of at least 60% of the maximum number of 

points. 

Passing the spoken examination.  

4. Entry requirements 

It is assumed that the Participants entering this course already know the lexis and grammar 

issues at C1 level, according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, 

as well as possess the appropriate skills to communicate successfully in speech and writing in 

everyday situations and the academic context at C1 level. 

Resources 

1. Obligatory literature: 

Authentic materials in English, adapted for course purposes  

2. Additional materials: 

Press articles / websites, e.g. businessinsider.com theguardian.com, nytimes.com, npr.org, 

bbc.com, The Economist, thetlantic.com, Ted-ed, Psychology Today, calnewport.com, 

Podcasts and programmes from e.g. CNN, BBC, YouTube, TED.com, The Economist  

Selected course materials, e.g. from English File Advanced, English File Advanced Plus (Oxford 

University Press), Skillful 4 (Macmillan Education) 

Resources may be added or removed from the list, depending on course topics and students’ 

interest and preferences. 


